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Hello and welcome 
to Issue 3 ‘The 
Spring Edit’ Olivia 
May newspaper! In 
this issue we 
showcase key 
trends and looks 
for Spring - perfect 
come rain or shine 
to enjoy this

Summer! Bringing you relaxed casual 
looks to ensure you look and feel your 
best even when lounging at home. Pastels 
are back this Spring with Rundholz Black 
Label collection focusing on importance 
of detailing and subtlety. Enjoy our ‘Down 
The Rabbit Hole’ photoshoot featured as 
we also catch up with Oxford photographer 
Aurelija. 
 We’re also so excited to introduce our 
highly-anticipated new Italian designers 
to our Luxury Casual range Maliparmi 
and Beatrice B, taking inspiration from 
our favourite bloggers and top tips on 
ways to recreate the look. It’s been a busy 
few months as we’ve been attending the 
exciting buying shows in Paris, Milan and 
London - read all about our trip alongside 
our feature ‘A Day In The Life Of An Intern’ 
featuring our fashion intern Emmy (nearing 
the end of her placement), Emmy takes 
you through a typical day and her journey 
with us over the past year! 
 That’s not it, as your planning all those 
social events this Summer - don’t forget to 
check out the ‘What’s To Come’ pages for 
more important calendar dates and 
exclusive offers including 20% off 
Afternoon Tea, our 5th birthday party and 
new website launch later this year!  

Sit back, relax and enjoy the read (sun 
lounger optional!)

Love OM Team x
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AT HOME
 The new season is now in full swing, and it is the time to get your 
wardrobe organised to make sure you have all the key pieces you 
need to get you through the warmer months! 

WITH

 Whether flying abroad or staying home 
this Summer... Here at Olivia May, we 
believe that even when relaxing dressing 
abroad or at home style should be 
effortless. We show easy-to-wear practical 
looks made from the most beautiful light 
fabrics - great for keeping cool on warmer 
days. 

 Join us at home, inside this beautiful 
open-plan setting in the heart of 
Cheshire overlooking the countryside - 
entering through the grand wooden front 
entrance we are greeted by a light and 
open space, with floor to ceiling windows 
allowing the soft morning light to shine 
through, the perfect backdrop for our 
Casual collections featuring Mama B, 
Gershon Bram & IXOS.

 Mama B, the real gem to our Olivia May 
range offers the perfect combination of 
quality and comfort (typical of this 
Italian designer), which is the key to 

making casual look and feel luxurious. 
Their pieces are always made from a soft 
cotton, with relaxed shapes and styles that 
flatter all body shapes. Their styles are 
simple, and can be worn season after 
season. This makes them a truly timeless 
designer and a very sought-after designer 
for many of our customers! 

We also feature co-ordinating pieces of 
Gershon Bram, an Israeli brand 
established in 1981. This designer offers 
pieces in a mostly monochrome colour 
palette which allows for easy styling. Again 
styles and fits are relaxed, with pieces such 
as cotton culottes and oversized shirts 
that can be mixed and matched across the 
range. We pair the outfits with the 
on-trend new footwear range of IXOS 
keeping the look comfortable but still 
making a statement. 

Shop the full ranges online at www.oliviamay.
org, within our Cheshire Showroom or Oxford 
Boutique.

Model wears from top: Mama B ruched paperbag culottes in nero 10544 £188, 
cropped cotton t shirt in bianco 10663 £70, Niu lace up sneakers in alga 10750 
£202, Beatrice Handmade long necklace in howlite/agate/bone HE8QOINU9G 
£210

Middle left: Gershon Bram cropped soft cotton top with front pockets in black/
white stripe 10257 £104, cropped culotte style trousers with turn up hem in 
black/white stripe 10258 £129, IXOS chunky mesh trainers in nero/bianco/
argento 12410 £228

Middle right: Niu trousers with elasticated waistband and pockets in chalk 
10692 £149, wrap over blazer in alga 10702 £263, printed mexican mamy 
t shirt in white 10744 £90

Bottom: Hannoh Wessel straight leg trousers with pockets in alu 10288 £195, 
Moyuru flared style top with round Neck and spot print in white 11993 £224, 
Beatrice Handmade long black necklace in leather/metal/resin VX6SLLE2QA 
£180, Rundholz Black Label flat form sneaker shoes in mint 11791 £283

PHOTOGRAPHY: ROBERT TRENGOVE
MODEL: HAYLEY CHUI
ART DIRECTION / STYLING: KATIE WEBSTER
LOCATION: CHESHIRE
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IT’S ALL IN THE 
DETAIL
PHOTOGRAPHY: ROBERT TRENGOVE
MODEL: CASSANDRA JOHN-BAPTISTE
ART DIRECTION / STYLING: ANN WHORRALL 
LOCATION: KELSALL, CHESHIRE

This season, Rundholz focus on the intricate 
details of their pieces, including ruching, 
distressing and subtle prints.

Model wears: Rundholz Black Label 
lightweight fringed scarf with spot print 
in mint 11779 £104, Rundholz Black 
Label tailored jacket with raw edging in 
rose 11439 £274

Model wears: Rundholz Black Label 
cargo style pants in white 11479 £187, 
Rundholz Black Label flat form high top 
shoes in grey 11787 £361

Model wears: Rundholz Dip front 
tails Jjcket with ruched sleeves in coal 
11315 £478

Model wears: Rundholz Black Label 
oversized linen shirt dress in rose 11659 
£226, Rundholz Black Label sleeveless 
peplum top in rose 11464 £139, 
Rundholz Black Label midi skirt with 
ruffle detail in rose print 11372 £196
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BEYOND THE TREND: 
PALE PASTELS FOR SPRING

TYPICALLY KNOWN FOR THEIR DARKER SIDE RUNDHOLZ HAVE TURNED THEIR AVANT GARDE STYLE AND SHAPE 
TO THE LIGHTER FABRICS AND PALE HUES OF THE SEASON - AND THIS IS THE PERFECT TIME TO MAKE THEM 

WORK.

1 2 3

 Rundholz are a designer that doesn’t stick to the typical trends of the 
high street. We know that this is one of the many reasons our 
customers love their collections - Black Label, Dip and Mainline. They 
create pieces that will make you look effortlessly stylish, yet still stand 
out from the crowd. 

 This Spring Summer the Black Label collection takes a brighter turn 
from their dark and distressed AW1819 pieces. They focus on a pastel 
colour palette, using the three main colourways; mint, grey and rose as 
well as the classic additions of black and white. Their unique techniques 
add difference through side tails, tulip shapes and ruching.

 Pastels are often seen in fashion during the Spring season because of 
their association with Easter. However, pastels also have strong 
connections with other cultural movements in history. For example, 
pastels were first known as a ‘chalk-like’ medium for artists during the 
the Renaissance. During the 17th and 18th centuries, pastel painting 
became extremely popular, as did the rise of a pastel colour palette in 
clothing. Marie Antoinette wore the trend effortlessly, wearing grand 

gowns adorned with pastel silks and lace. Pastels rose to popularity
again during the 20th Century as flappers turned to the lighter tones 
in a response to the severity of the First World War. Move forward to 
when pastels became popular in architecture, particularly on the art-de-
co buildings set on the beach front of Miami. In modern pop culture, 
pastels have been prevalent through the iconic style of Sonny Crockett 
on Miami Vice, as well as being key to the art direction of director Wes 
Anderson, therefore have built up a great prevalence over time!

 This season Olivia May styles pastels in a monochrome way, focusing 
on one key colourway and adding complimenting accessories such as a 
scarf and jacket. Rundholz are always best styled with boots or chunky 
pumps, and this season their footwear selection is the perfect 
compliment to whole outfits, offering a distressed edge to break up the 
colour. 

STYLE NOTES: Mix and match up the colour ways to make a real 
impact.

a) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
PANELLED JACKET WITH JERSEY BACK 
IN ROSE 11482 £226

b) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
HIGH WAISTED DROP CROTCH 
TROUSERS IN MINT 11631 £248

c) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
LONG SLEEVE TOP IN ROSE PRINT 11593 
£104

d) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
FLAT FORM HIGH TOP SHOES IN ROSE 
11788 £361

a) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
BUTTON UP JACKET WITH RUFFLE 
BACK IN GREY 11359 £248

b) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
OVERSIZED DROP CROTCH JEANS 
WITH TAPERED HEM IN GREY CHECK 
11419 £248

c) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
SCARF WITH RUFFLE IN GREY PRINT 
11403 £130

d) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
FLAT FORM SNEAKER SHOES IN GREY 
11789 £283

a) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
SHEER A-LINE DRESS WITH DOGTOOTH 
STYLE PRINT IN MINT 11515 £200

b) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
PANELLED COAT WITH JERSEY BACK IN 
MINT 11492 £274

c) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
LIGHTWEIGHT SCARF WITH SHEER 
PANEL IN GREY 11595 £100

d) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
COTTON HIGH WAISTED LONG 
LEGGINGS IN MINT 11380 £74

e) RUNDHOLZ BLACK LABEL 
FLAT FORM HIGH TOP SHOES IN GREY 
11787 £361

a) b)

c)

d)

a) b)

c)

d)

a) b)

c)

d)

e)
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DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE
with Rundholz

“BUT I DON’T WANT TO GO AMONG MAD 
PEOPLE,” SAID ALICE. ‘OH, YOU CAN’T 
HELP THAT,’ SAID THE CAT. ‘WE’RE ALL 
MAD HERE.” - Lewis Carroll

     

PHOTOGRAPHY: AURELIJA KARALIUNAITE
MODEL: LAVANYA CHOWDHURY
ART DIRECTION / STYLING: VENETA MARKOVA, MAISIE FARRELL
LOCATION: CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD

S et within the architectural city of Oxford at the 
prestigious Christ Church. We played

           around with different ways of styling up the 
black and white trend running throughout Mainline, 
Dip and Black Label. We showcase how to add 
further shape to the silhouette using lightweight 
knits and pin corsages to make a real statement. The 
black and white colourways against the stone offer 
the perfect contrast for this Alice In Wonderland
inspired photoshoot.  

Model wears: Rundholz Mainline 
textured chunky ankle boot with zip in 
dali IMOYZCL2KX £213, Rundholz 
Black Label lightweight shirt with 
drawstring seam in black dot 11663 
£196, Rundholz Black Label double 
layered Sseeveless dress in black dot 
11668 £300

Model wears: Rundholz Black Label 
round neck jumper with piping detail 
in white 11730 £157, Rundholz 
Black Label sheer double layered 
longline tunic with round neck 11559 
£165, Rundholz Black Label slip on 
ankle boots with print in atlantic / sea 
IT3N10EVJX £135, Rundholz Black 
Label sheer mesh leggings with dogtooth 
style print in black 11508 £87

Inspired by the theatrical and quirky portrayal of infamous 
story “Alice and Wonderland” using the unorthodox prints, 
patterns and fabrics
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We catch up just after the shoot with our Oxford 
photographer Aurelija Karaliuaite as she takes us 
behind the scenes and gives an insight into her 
creative process. 

TELL US A BIT MORE ABOUT YOURSELF
I was born in Vilnius, Lithuania. After graduating from 
school I decided to have a gap year in Cambridge, where I 
started to develop my interest in photography. Afterwards, 
I went to Scotland and studied Neuroscience at the 
University of Edinburgh - science and art has always been 
closely interconnected in my life. 

HOW DID YOU START YOUR PHOTOGRAPHY 
CAREER?
While studying in Edinburgh, I would spend all of my free 
time photographing people, creating atmospheric imagery 
and taking part in various competitions and exhibitions. 
Little by little, my portfolio expanded and a hobby became 
something I could not imagine my life without. 

WHERE DO YOU GET INSPIRATION FROM FOR 
PHOTOSHOOTS?
It would be hard to generalise a single source of inspiration 
- I love playing with different concepts, always trying to 
challenge myself and try new things. My photography style 
comes very intuitively to me and I do like to improvise on 
the spot, seeing where the creative flow will take me. 

WHAT EQUIPMENT DO YOU TAKE ON SHOOT 
WITH YOU?
I usually take my camera (Nikon D610), my favourite 
50mm lens and lots of props to play with on the spot!

HOW DO YOU FIND LOCATIONS TO SHOOT AT?
I would start with a concept for the session and then take 
it from there. Sometimes you need to be very creative and 
use the same location multiple times and always show it 
from different angles, so it would be a fresh perspective. 
We often explore local venues in Oxford as the city offers 
so many desirable locations on our doorstep.

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR FAVOURITE LOCATION 
TO SHOOT AT IN THE UK AND WHY?
In terms of nature context it would have to be the Arthur’s 
seat in Edinburgh - I loved seeing how the seasons change 
and with them the whole atmosphere too. I could go for 
a session to the same location every month and it would 
never look the same! 

WHO IS YOUR FAVOURITE DESIGNER TO 
PHOTOGRAPH?
I absolutely adore the TM Collection, they always surprise 
me with bright beautiful patterns and flowing silky 
materials. Always a pleasure to shoot it and also it’s reflects 
my personal style too!

WHAT EXCITING CREATIVE DIRECTION IS IN 
STORE FOR 2019/20?
For the 2019 I would like to work more with separate 
designers, research where their inspirations come from and 
then see how I can translate this into exciting sessions for 
Olivia May.

                  - Aurelija Karaliuaite

Stay tuned on our social pages for upcoming shoots from 
Oxford. You can check out editional shoots online at 
www.oliviamay.org

Model wears: Rundholz Black Label 
sheer jacket with peplum style hem in 
dogtooth print in black 11504 £326, 
Rundholz Mainline patchwork panel 
dress with wide neck and pockets in 
black 10976 £500, Rundholz Mainline 
longline leggings in small check 10996 
£122, Moma lace up shoes with cutout 
heel in black MLDRWT1KLS £140

@akaraliunaite

Model wears: Rundholz Mainline 
textured chunky ankle boot with zip in 
dali IMOYZCL2KX £213, Malloni 
lacerta high waisted tie belt in nero 
G5Q807Q46H £207, Rundholz 
Mainline sheer leggings in design 6 
10990 £148, Rundholz Dip a line 
ribbed midi dress with raw hem in 
white 11241 £370, Rundholz Mainline 
lightweight jacket with stand up collar 
& split in black print 11053 £352
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BENVENUTA 

ITALIA
 Italian designers have been on our radar to expand for quite some time. 
This season we launch our highly anticipated collection of Italian 
designers, including Beatrice B, Malliparmi (new for SS19!) and Niu. 
These designers place a heavy focus on the quality of their pieces and 
remain true to the Italian style of tailoring, silks and prints. The hardest 
part will be choosing which to try first!

Model wears: Niu printed 
button up  midi shirt 
dress in bluette 10682 
£222

Model wears: Maliparmi relaxed 
blazer with button front in rugiada 
10490 £345, Maliparmi printed 
sleeveless ruched top in naturale 
/ verde 10488 £155, Maliparmi 
tailored straight leg trousers in secret 
garden 10482 £167

Model wears: Beatrice B 
striped shirt dress with 
colour block in blue / 
white 10080 £266

Model wears: Niu wrap 
over blazer in alga 10702  
£263, Niu sleeveless silk 
draped top in papaya 
10733 £131, Niu silk 
printed palazzo trousers 
in papaya 10698 £265
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@federicadinardo_
166k followers

WAYS TO WEAR
ITALIAN STYLING TIPS

@alessiafoglia_official
94k followers

INSPIRATION: 

ITALIAN BLOGGER STYLE  
RECREATE THE LOOK

“A piece that is perfect for the summer 
season. The lightweight cotton will keep 
you cool during warmer days. This Niu 
dress can be easily styled up with heels 
and a clutch bag for a formal event, or 
worn with sneakers and a shoulder bag 

for a more casual look.”

“Italian style is all about bringing a 
sophisticated style to everyday dressing. 
This pair of Malloni culottes  would look 
fantastic with a cream blouse tucked in and 

styled with heels.”

“This lightweight Malloni top is cut to 
perfection, flattering all body types. Wear 
with a pair of straight leg trousers and a 
blazer for a put together workwear look.”

“These Malloni boots are sure to add 
sophistication to any outfit. Perfect worn with 
tailored trousers or a midi skirt. Add a match-

ing belt or bag to tie the look together.”

“Stand out in the bold and bright Beatrice 
B dress. Wear with a pair of white trousers 
and sandals to keep the look light. Add a 
piece of white jewellery and change san-

dals for heels to dress the look up.”

With over 17 years of styling experience 
working in Italy and the UK. Veneta 
offers her top styling tips to master true 
Italian style.  

“Italian style is all about 
bringing a sophisticated 
style to everyday dressing.”

- Veneta Markova, 
Head Stylist

Federica wears a long-line 
trench coat as the statement 
piece of her outfit. She pairs this 
with wide leg trousers and 
accessorises with a satchel style 
bag. Perfect for a day shopping 
with friends or lunch out! STYLE NOTES: Wear the wide 

leg trousers with pockets in cocoa 
and sleeveless silk draped top in 
fern with the printed jacket with 
button front in bluette, all three by 
NIU to create a similar look. Add a 
matching leather bag from Malloni 
to complete the look. #OMstyle

Alessia wears a printed skater style 
dress that falls just below the knee. 
She wears this with smart shoes 
and subtle jewellery for a 
sophisticated and stylish look. 
Wear for a trip to the theatre or 
dinner in the evening

STYLE NOTES: Wear the printed 
button up dress with tie back in 
menta from NIU with a pair of 
classic court heels from Ettore Lami 
to re-create the look. Add a longline 
necklace from Beatrice Handmade 
to add detail to the outfit and make 
the look more formal. #OMstyle

10732
£131

10703
£346

10427
£337

10696
£166

9771F7A2GK
£124

71T4U40YIR
£195

10680
£217

10681
£282

10439
£179 10417

£276

10084
£311

10470
£249



 When new stock arrives at Olivia May 
it must be inventoried, photographed, 
edited and uploaded to the website 
before it can reach our customers. This 
has been a large part of my job recently 
with all our amazing SS19 collections 
arriving! In particular I have been 
helping our Operations Manager – 
Olivia, with inventorying and 
naming the new products. Although 
this doesn’t sound very exciting, it is 
great to be one of the first people to 
see all the new pieces coming to Olivia 
May. This also means that I am able to 
answer customer queries about any new 
pieces coming in to stock.

 I also have the opportunity to create 
marketing content for Olivia May. This 
includes creating e-mail campaigns and 
adverts, as well as helping with content 
for the lookbook and newspaper, which 
is published twice a year. 
 
 I also work on the sales report for the 
week. This involves looking at all of 
sales online as well as physical sales in 
the Oxford Boutique and Cheshire 
Showroom. From this we can see the 
bestselling designers, products and 
sizes which helps us when choosing 
which pieces to buy next season. I also 

look into our stock levels at each 
location to ensure that there are enough 
items and sizes for our lovely customers 
to look through.

 Selecting and styling outfits for any 
upcoming photo-shoots, is one of my 
favourite aspects of my job as it means 
I get to be hands-on with the clothing. 
I love looking at new ways to style and 
experimenting with contrasting 
designers to create an overall look, for 
example I may create an outfit using 
the dark and distressed aesthetic of 
Rundholz as well as using very 
feminine and romantic pieces from 

Ewa I Walla. It is also very rewarding 
to see outfits I have styled in national 
publications like Ox Magazine 
and Vogue.”

  

Did you know we take on internships every year? If you’re 
interested in applying please contact us at ann@oliviamay.org
Tel: 01829 751600
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As a small, yet growing business, we strongly believe in the growth and 
development of our team. We are proud to offer students from local 
universities our internship program. Meet Emmy, a Fashion Buying and 
Merchandising (BSc) student from the University of Manchester (nearing 
the end of her year long placement) as she takes us through a typical day in 
the life of a fashion intern.

PR and Marketing, Photography and Operations. This makes each day unique and 
means I am always looking forward to what the next day has to offer.

 When I arrive at work, the first thing I do is check our e-mails from customers and 
reply to any queries. Our customers are at the heart of everything we do at Olivia May 
and it is important we put them first!

“D uring my time at Olivia May I have been very fortunate in that I have been 
able to work across all departments, including Buying and Merchandising

SHOP THE LOOK
NIU

“Although I don’t usually wear a lot of 
accessories, I love to wear a bright scarf 
tied in my hair for an extra pop of colour 

against my brunette tones.” 

BEATRICE HANDMADE

“I usually go for subtle necklaces and a 
couple of rings, however I love a 

statement earring! These by Beatrice 
Handmade Jewellery are a favourite.”

A DAY IN THE LIFE 
OF AN INTERN

NUI

“As a firm believer in less is more, a 
white t-shirt is a staple in my 

wardrobe. This top by NUI has a 
beautiful, colourful print to add 

brightness for summer.”

MALIPARMI

“A midi skirt is so versitle. Although this 
piece is bold it could easily be dressed 

down with a t-shirt and trainers to make 
it wearable for everyday.”

NIU

“Comfort is key to my style. I will always 
opt for a sporty trainer over a pair of 

heels!”

10744
£90

10750
£202

10484
£277

10749
£112

MESS3IRP8K
£100

- BY EMMY ROGERS, 
FASHION INTERN



MY TRIP TO SCOOP & PURE LONDON 2019
Fashion trade shows

 Back in February, Emmy 
accompanied our Managing Director 
and buying team in London to attend 
the Pure and Scoop trade shows. This 
was a fantastic chance to witness the 
buying process and to see what our 
designers had to offer for the 
upcoming AW1920 season. 
 “Our first stop of the day was at Pure 

London, here we met with one of our 
most long-standing designers; 
Privatsachen. Once we had selected 
our favourite styles, we then went on 
to choose colours, fabrics and sizes. 
There we so many new and exciting 
pieces that we can’t wait for you to see. 

 Our next stop was Scoop, which 

housed some our favourite luxury 
designers. We visited Angela Caputi 
and Beatrice Handmade to select our 
jewellery pieces for SS19. Here we 
also stumbled across a new designer; 
Marble & Co. This designer focuses 
on unique tailoring and of course their 
signature marble prints.
It’s been an eventful year here at Olivia 

May and I’m very much looking f
orward to taking my learnings from 
here back to university for my final 
year.

Top tip: You don’t have to head to London 
for the best fashion intern roles, these can be 
often be on your doorstep.”

Emmy Rogers, Fashion Buying and Merchandising (BSc) 
student

EMMY’S MUST HAVE PRINTS 
THIS SEASON

SHOP THE LOOK
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Privatsachen long length 
tie dye silk scarf in 
hochzeit
10937 £95

Privatsachen wide fit 
shirt style dress with 
ruffle detailing and 
button front in kasper
10846 £217

Privatsachen sleeveless 
tie dye midi dress in 
trockenmoos
10904 £251

Crea Concept linen drop 
crotch culottes in white 
and black spot
10152 £169

Crea Concept sleeveless 
vest top with bow wrap 
in black check
10104 £164

Lofina chunky leather 
sandal in gasoline nero
JPJTGCJGRW £158

Xenia Design kimono 
style blouse with tie front 
in dark green colourful 
11895 £207

Xenia Design sleeveless 
biker jacket with zip 
detail in green 
11896 £166

Rundholz Black Label 
stretchy straight leg 
trousers in black
11535 £148
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THE GREAT 
ESCAPE

 Moyuru SS19 produces a line of comfortable-to-wear clothing in pursuit of 
free expression and unrivaled originality based on the idea of a relaxed mind. 
We pursue Japanese beauty with a theme that constantly revoles around 
“Contemporary Sophistication (stylishness)”. Being particular to one yarn. 
Being particular to one colour. We will make one piece of fabric infatuated. 
Artistic textiles captured by that moment of chance during painstakingly 
involved development stages. The keyword behind our product lineup iis art 
mix with designs focusing on “the Earth”, “the Winid” and “Freedom”. Our 
designs are both simple and dynamic with unique and surprising cutting.

See the full editorial shoot online at www.oliviamay.org 
Shop the full range online, within our Cheshire Showroom or at our Oxford Boutique. 

Model wears: Moyuru sleeveless jersey 
maxi dress in red 12002 £119, Moyuru 
jersey t shirt dress with high side split in 
black 12020 £10, Beatrice Handmade 
Jewelry jade necklace in red 10090 
£151, Malloni wide leather belt with 
tie back in bilbao nero 10422 £95, 
Malloni slip on open toe sandal in slight 
nero 10418 £201

Model wears: Moyuru fine knit cropped 
top with asymmetric hem in black 
11982 £287, Moyuru sheer cropped 
draped jacket in black 12016 £317, 
Moyuru contrast raw hem skirt trousers 
in black / white 12017 £317
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Model wears: Moyuru striped drop 
crotch trousers with pleating in black 
11955 £314, Moyuru spot print 
oversized top with cowl neck in black 
11986 £127, Malloni wide leather belt 
with tie back in bilbao nero 10422 £95, 
Malloni slip on open toe sandal in slight 
nero 10418 £201
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EVENT FOLLOW UP
CHESHIRE: LETS GRAB COFFEE
In collaboration with Sue France, Allpress Espresso & 
Food Fit UK

hen Olivia May offered to host a coffee morning for my ladies 
business networking group at their showroom in Ashton in January I 
wasn’t sure what to expect. However the venue looked lovely and I

@oliviamayltd INSTA RECAP

to go ahead. Also as I was a fashion designer myself originally, the idea of a 
meeting surrounded by clothes appealed to me.

 Within a few hours of putting the event on my Facebook business group page, 
the 25 ladies required had booked on the event. As it turned out the worst day 
of winter occurred the day before and there was still ice and snow around on 
the morning of the event but every single lady turned up to Olivia May’s rural 
destination and it was the most joyful and pleasant coffee morning ever. 

 Ann Whorral told us her story and all about the unique and beautiful design 
collections that made up her range. We loved the way all very different brands 
blended together to make a comprehensive whole. Everything about the event 

was perfect from the welcome we received to the delicious coffee and canapés. 
There was no pressure to buy (Although we all wanted to) so we were able to 
relax and appreciate all the designs and chat to the team without tension.

 We are paying a return visit to view the Autumn Winter ranges in September 
and this time I am anticipating that we will get the 25 places booked within half 
an hour!

- BY SUE FRANCE, 
CREATIVE CONNECTING IN CHESHIRE

Fancy a trip to the Cheshire Showroom? Book an appointment today on Tel: 01829 751600

W
trusted Katy Webster Events Manager whom I had met previously so decided

Want to be featured? Share your 
outfits using #OMstyle

INDULGE YOURSELF



WHAT’S TO COME
CHESHIRE

Olivia May SS19 Showcase |  2nd May 2019 | The Barns, Lane End Farm, Ashton Hayes, CH3 8BH
OM Cheshire Showroom, meet the OM team for personal styling, drinks and nibbles whilst exploring new season collections

Olivia May 5th Birthday Celebration | 5th July 2019 | Secret Location
We are celebrating our 5th birthday with lots of fun activities and promotions throughout June and July, culminating with a party in Cheshire

Twelfth Night | 5th July - 24th August | Grosvenor Park Open Air Theatre, Chester, CH1 1QQ
Returning for it’s 10th year, The Grosvenor Park Open Air Theatre is one of the country’s best-loved open-air theatres. The sounds of popping corks, picnics 

unpacked and happy audiences is the defining sound of Chester’s summer

MANCHESTER
Go supersonic with the Profile Club | 28th June 2019 | Wilmslow Old Rd, Altrincham WA15 8XQ

The Profile Club will be hosting ‘The Greatest Show’ at the Concorde Conference Centre, Manchester Airport. Special appearance from musi-
cians String Infusion who recently featured in pride of Britain

OXFORD
Henley Literary Festival | 28th Sept - 6th Oct 2019 | Kings Arms Barn, Kings Rd, Henley-on-Thames RG9 2DG

This year’s festival is set to be the biggest yet as it expands to nine days for the first time, offering over 150 events across Henley.  Speakers in-
clude some of the UK’s best-loved writes alongside 

exciting new talent, with top names including Irvine Welsh, Pam Ayres, Prue Leith and Kate Moss

The Real Oxford Fashion Show |  September 2019 Date TBC | Mini BMW Oxford, Oxford, OX4 6NL
Oxfords leading fashion show for both Oxford Independent retailers and Unique brands for both men and women.  The BMW Mini event space 

is one of Oxford’s leading venue spaces and offers a unique ‘industrial’ feel backdrop for the fashion show

LONDON
Christian Dior Exhibition | Until 14th July 2019 | V&A Museum, Cromwell Road, London, SW7 2RL

The V&A has opened the doors to the largest and most comprehensive exhibition ever staged in the UK on the House of Dior. It’s of a scale to 
rival the likes of Alexander McQueen: Savage Beauty, which swept us off our feet in in 2015.
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DID YOU KNOW? 
WE ARE LAUNCHING A NEW WEBSITE LATER THIS YEAR!

Olivia May are launching a brand new website - promising faster shopping and 
a better experience for all across desktop, tablet and on mobile phones. 

New pop-up, filtering and quick view features will allow users to see and add 
products to baskets easily, with a new wishlist function for shoppers to save all 
those important pieces for building their new wardrobes. You’ll be able to see 
previous order details quickly, shop by preference and explore each of the 
designers’ stories to the collections. Just wait until you check out the new 
editorial content and impressive Members zone with exclusive added fashion 
styling tips & tricks to assist in feeling great this season!

There’s no longer any need to worry about how to pay, with a smoother 
payment gateway and even more ways to pay being introduced, including 
PayPal.

The website also has a cleaner, aspirational photographic look with access to 

upcoming activity and events happening, more aligned with Olivia May’s store 
refresh developments. It’s set to be faster than ever with every aspect of the 
build made with mobile front of mind, the planned launch date is set for June 
this year. 

Speaking to Fashion Business Manager - Jodie Evans shares:
“We’re investing a lot of money into this exciting new website to increase that 
personable experience felt from a face-to-face environment through to online, 
this can often be difficult for business to convey but we’ve taken all customers 
feedback and an innovative approach on the build to ensure a seamless 
customer experience from view to delivery.”

“It will be so rewarding for the team here, to continue our vision on this 
journey alongside our customers (both old and new!) defining our values, 
celebrating creativity and our identify in the fashion industry”.
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